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Auxiliary Firefighters and QAFA
Auxiliary Firefighters are paid part-time employees of Queensland Fire & Emergency
Services who respond to emergency urban and rural incidents across Queensland.
They undertake professional emergency response training and are required to
meet turnout response times. They leave jobs, businesses and family to respond in
minutes to threats in their local communities.
There are approximately the same numbers of Auxiliary Fighters as there are Permanent Firefighters.
i.e. approximately 2000 Auxiliary Firefighters and approx 2200 permanent firefighters across the
State. Auxiliaries operate out of 196 stations across Queensland
Queensland Auxiliary Firefighter Association Inc (QAFA) is an Incorporated Association managed by
a committee of Auxiliary Firefighters.
QAFA was formed at the recommendation of the then newly created Qld Fire Service, who
recognized the need, after the restructure of shire Boards into one service. in 1991, for to
representation of the interests and welfare of Auxiliary Firefighters in the workplace across
Queensland. QAFA is an employee association whose only aim is representing Auxiliary Firefighters
and providing workplace and welfare support.
QAFA support ‘Auxiliaries’ as follows:
• Provide workplace advice and support across the workplace.
• Intervening in various conflict situations (including bullying, intimidation etc)
• Provide/arrange financial support to members during hardship (funerals, medical)
• Provide/arrange legal support where appropriate
• Provide News & Information by Newsletter, Website www.qafa.asn.au, Facebook, and Twitter.
QAFA was a participant and major stakeholder in the creation and implementation of the Auxiliary
Employment Policy which is the foundation for current employment conditions standing order.
QAFA has worked through the Standing Order SO-Q-BM-3.7 Auxiliary Employment Conditions with
QFES to achieve a reviewed outcome to which QAFA will continue to seek improvements.
QAFA has achieved a Charter document and Workplace Memorandum of Understanding by
negotiation with Queensland Government, through the Minister of Police and Emergency Services,
as well as the Queensland Fire and Emergency Services. These documents set out the basis of
the relationship between QFES, Public Safety Business Agency (PSBA) and QAFA. QAFA meets
regularly with QFES to discuss and resolve various issues including employment conditions.
QAFA relies on membership fees to fund the administrative function of the Association. Management
is by a committee structure of regional (matching QFES regions) representatives with a President,
Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer elected from the committee.

QAFA IS AVAILABLE
TO SUPPORT MEMBERS 24/7.
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Presidents Foreword

Presidents Foreword
From President Rodger Sambrooks
Welcome to the Autum 2018 edition of our Auxiliary Firefighter magazine. This magazine is for all Auxiliary Firefighters and I encourage you
to support future editions with stories and articles.
2017/18 has been a mixed year for QAFA. We continue the work we’ve always done – supporting Auxiliary Firefighters.
Currently, we are still awaiting the outcome of the industrial legal action by the executive of the UFU against QAFA in the industrial court.
QAFA continues to meet regularly with QFES Kedron as a stakeholder re regular discussions about various Auxiliary related issues. These
are on-going . We also meet with various regional managers when necessary to discuss regional issues.
Changes are being implemented to recruit and retain Auxiliary Firefighters. Existing station culture is a major factor in recruitment and
retention (the importance of maintaining quality). With management support, and ongoing consultation with stakeholders it becomes easier
to find local and regional solutions. Various programs and marketing solutions can support the word of mouth strategy which is the best
method to attract ‘team’ crew members.
As you are well aware, Auxiliary Firefighters across Queensland provide a professional response to urban fire, rescue and emergency
incidents as well as performing a wide range of other duties, on an 'as needed' basis by being on-call 24/7. Leaving family and work to
respond to need in the community on very short notice requires a high level of commitment and dedication. Comprising approx 50% of the
QFES urban workforce, together with full time personnel, and working extensively with QRFS rural volunteers, auxiliary firefighters have a
strong commitment to community.
We have been advised our Charter and Memorandum of Understanding are safe. With only a few ad ministrative updates.
Harassment and bullying issues have been reviewed and recommendations have been adopted by government. A QFES Bullying &
Harassment complaint service has been upgraded to include an “outside” contact and assessment option. Check out QFES website. If you
are having issues, follow complaints protocols and, if the issue is not satisfactorily resolved, contact QAFA.
We are currently reviewing our banking and membership dues payment options. It has been decided to limt the payment options to
Direct Deposit by the applicant into the Qld Police Credit Union (now QBANK) account for both individual membership and station group
membership. This has been done to reduce banking fees and charges.Letters will be sent to those affected shortly.
I again encourage all Auxiliary Firefighters to support your Association by becoming a member. Simply visit the website www.qafa.asn.au
and follow the prompts to either renew your membership or to join. QAFA is pleased with the response so far with the uptake in Station
Group Membership. For details, see the membership area in this magazine.
Visit the website to access a range of documents, including Standing Order SO-Q-BM-3.7 Auxiliary Employment Conditions. These are
regularly updated. QAFA has a range of merchandise also accessible on the website,
Send us an email to update your email address to better receive Newsletters and visit QAFA on Facebook.
QAFA remains ready and able to support our Auxiliary Firefighter members in many ways and continues to seek better outcomes across all
areas of auxiliary firefighter employment.
.Don’t forget, if you have a story about your job, your station or your mates, please consider sending it to us to share in our QAFA
magazine. Need more stories and photos.
Stay Safe.

Rodger Sambrooks
President
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Commissioner Comment

Commissioner’s Comment
With the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games (GC2018)

firefighter employment. The research by company Colmar Brunton

around the corner, QFES is finalising preparations for our

has been completed and information sessions have been held to

deployment of around 850 paid and volunteer personnel to the

present the findings to stakeholders. The research was undertaken

event. The integrated QFES deployment, known as Operation

to give QFES a better understanding of how it can improve its

Paratus, will see our department work with our partner agencies to

recruitment processes, including attraction and retention. The

ensure the safety of athletes, spectators, visitors, volunteers and

research also provided an insight into the personal drivers and

the community at the Games. As part of the Operation Paratus

barriers to attracting and retaining auxiliary firefighters, and the

deployment, Auxiliary Officers from across Queensland will play a

community and regional dynamics relating to service delivery. The

crucial role in the key transport function for the Games. Auxiliary

report’s findings will inform changes to attraction, recruitment and

Officers attended training this month to familiarise themselves

selection activities for auxiliary firefighters. We are working to make

with the Games environment and their role during the event.

the report available more broadly in the coming months.

This provided the Officers with an opportunity to understand the
transport plan, the dedicated transport lanes and the road closures

I encourage you to take a look at a new website that has

during the Games. It will be a unique deployment for our Auxiliary

information on all the career opportunities within QFES. ‘All In. All

Officers and I look forward to catching up with many of them during

Fronts.’ represents who we are, and showcases our values and

the Games. I am also looking forward to seeing QFES perform as

commitment to the Queensland community. The role of auxiliary

a modern and professional emergency management agency in the

firefighters is among the careers outlined. If you know of any

international spotlight at GC2018.

outstanding people who may be interested in becoming an auxiliary
or applying for other roles within QFES, please encourage them to
look at the website. Our people are fundamental to the success
of QFES, and we want to attract a diverse pool of motivated and
talented candidates across our organisation.
I take great pride in QFES and the way our people dedicate
themselves to protecting their communities. Overwhelmingly, our
department does an excellent job but as in any workplace, negative
behaviour can happen. How we respond is very important. I urge
all of our people to lead by example, by modelling appropriate
behaviour and ethical decision-making, and by speaking up when
they see otherwise. Please report any inappropriate behaviour you
see in the workplace. I remind you of the QFES values: Respect,
Integrity, Courage, Loyalty and Trust. These values underpin

I am pleased to report there have been good results from the

our strong connection with the community and teamwork in our

inaugural closed merit process which provides auxiliary firefighters

workplaces. Our effectiveness in helping the community prevent,

with the opportunity to transition to full-time permanent employment

prepare for, respond to, and recover from emergencies hinges on

as QFES firefighters. Seventeen auxiliary firefighters were appointed

QFES being a diverse, inclusive and respectful organisation where

to recruit firefighter places through the closed merit process in 2017

all our members can thrive.

and they performed very well through the recruit training program.
Additionally, 10 auxiliary firefighters were appointed to recruit

Thank you for your hard work, and the commitment you show to

firefighter positions through the open market process. The closed

our organisation and your communities.

merit process will continue to be considered for future recruitment.
Katarina Carroll APM
As you may be aware, last year QFES commissioned research on

Commissioner

attraction, recruitment and retention issues associated with auxiliary

QFES
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News from QFES
News from Far Northern Region
Asst Commissioner Bolger:

W

elcome everyone to the seventh edition of the Far Northern
Region newsletter recovery efforts for TC Debbie are still
ongoing.
We mark the second anniversary of the Ravenshoe café incident.
Two years on, the heroic efforts of our brave responders have
been acknowledged at an awards ceremony. We thank everyone
for their courage and incredible response that day and in the days
that followed this horrific incident. We're extremely proud of our
personnel. Our thoughts continue to be with those affected.
Queensland Fire and Emergency Services Ravenshoe Awards
Ceremony
• The Commissioner’s Commendation for Bravery Award
• Firefighter Nathaniel Stasse, Ravenshoe Fire and 			
Rescue Station
• The Commissioner’s Commendation of Notable Action
• Captain Robert Doyle, Ravenshoe Fire and Rescue 			
Station
• The Commissioner’s Meritorious Service Award
• Acting Inspector John Lindsay, Atherton Fire and 			
Rescue Station
Commissioner’s Unit Citation
Robert Doyle - Ravenshoe Fire and Rescue Station

Jimmy Isabella - Atherton Fire and Rescue Station

Peter De La Porte - Ravenshoe Fire and Rescue Station

Jamie Ryan – Atherton Fire and Rescue Station

Nathaniel Stasse - Ravenshoe Fire and Rescue Station

Dominik Jutzi - Atherton Fire and Rescue Station

Brogan Keune - Ravenshoe Fire and Rescue Station

Marcus Lindsay - Atherton Fire and Rescue Station

Edwin Lee – Ravenshoe Fire and Rescue Station

Ernst Raso - Atherton Fire and Rescue Station

Cody Emberg - Atherton Fire and Rescue Station

Gideon Herbohn - Atherton Fire and Rescue Station

Micheal Snell - Atherton Fire and Rescue Station

Fire Communications Officer Karen McIntyre

Gordon Raw - Atherton Fire and Rescue Station

Fire Communications Officer Katie Tartare

John Lindsay - Atherton Fire and Rescue Station

Fire Communications Officer Alison L’Estrange

Robert Brathwaite – Millaa Millaa Fire and Rescue Station

Manager Regional Communications Lynette Webb

Let’s SQUASH the stigma
The far Northern team is supporting the campaign is called `Let’s SQUASH the stigma`, A
simple design, originally nothing more than an underrated punctuation mark, now coming
to symbolize something much more.
The semicolon is symbolic as it represents hope and love to those who are struggling
with depression, suicide, addiction, and self-injury.
Why choose a semicolon punctuation mark?
“A semicolon represents a sentence the author could have ended, but chose not to.
That Author is you and the sentence is your life.”
For two dollars you can purchase your temporary tattoo and help us display support for those who may be struggling and all being well,
encouraging people to talk more openly about it and without judgement.
Far Northern has contracted out the first aid refresher training, and they have some amazing props to use.
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Commissioner Updates

Extracts from recent
“Commissioners Updates...”
The Strategy and Corporate Services Division has hit
the ground running this year as we continue on our
journey developing QFES’ strategic framework.
New Minister for Fire and Emergency Services
Following the swearing in of our new Minister, the Honourable
Craig Crawford MP, our colleagues have been working very hard
to establish relationships and processes with the new Office of
the Minister as well as supporting Minister Crawford through the
first Cabinet meetings of the year and the first sitting of the 56th
Parliament on 13-15 February 2018.
Fire and Emergency Services being a portfolio in its own right will
ensure it is given maximum exposure across Queensland. This is
a huge boost to QFES and one we should be proud of. I am also
advised that Minister Crawford will be travelling around the state
over the coming months to meet staff and engage with all aspects
of his portfolio.

ourselves on delivering trusted and reliable services to Queensland
and we want to maintain that reputation into the future.
Investigations and outcomes now published online
QFES will now be publishing outcomes of concluded disciplinary
matters so we can all learn about the range of issues that emerge,
what leads to these situations, the process involved and the lessons
learned.
You can access these on the new Workplace Conduct Branch
Investigations and Outcomes Gateway page, or through the
volunteer portal, which will both be updated quarterly. There
are currently two matters outlined on the page, one involving
QFES volunteers who did not properly report an incident and
another involving a firefighter who made inappropriate comments
on Facebook where it was identifiable that they were a QFES
employee.

QFES external recruitment campaign

It's vitally important we acknowledge the amazing work our
people do every day, and equally, to address negative behaviour
appropriately to ensure accountability and transparency.

I’m delighted that the launch of QFES’ new external recruitment
attraction campaign ALL IN, ALL FRONTS has been so well
received. The centrepiece of the attraction campaign is a
redesigned interactive recruitment website that showcases the vast
number of both paid and volunteer roles in QFES, and positions
our department as an employer of choice. Read more about the
website below.

Your executive leadership team stands side by side with those
staff members who display courage and integrity to report negative
workplace behaviour. Only when it is reported can we take steps
to resolve the immediate issue and take action to build a more
inclusive workplace – one where all members can thrive and enjoy
meaningful careers irrespective of their background, whether they
are paid or volunteer, or where they work.

Commonwealth Games planning review

QFES’ Workplace Behaviours Standard, available on the Gateway
and volunteer portal, clearly outlines the expectations we have for
workplace behaviour and conduct. Reporting is as easy as speaking
to your supervisor or emailing QFES.complaints@qfes.qld.gov.au.

An independent review has commenced to ensure QFES is well
prepared to manage two concurrent major emergencies without
diminishing the support available for the Commonwealth Games
in April 2018. This will provide an objective assessment of the
preparation and planning conducted by QFES in the lead up to the
Games.
The review will assess whether QFES’ plans are sufficiently
robust to withstand the pressure that two other significant events
will generate, and identify any gaps in preparedness that can be
addressed in advance to ensure a timely and thoroughly planned
response during the Games.
Strategy 2030
As QFES grows, so too must our strategy. Together with our
partners and the communities we serve, we will engage in
conversations about the future, looking forward to 2030. Over the
next six months, a range of activities will bring together ideas to
develop Strategy 2030. Whether you are new to the organisation
or have been with us for 20 years, innovative thinking and adapting
to our changing community environment involves us all. We pride

New recruitment website

QFES has launched a new recruitment
website to attract new members to
our workforce and promote QFES
as an employer of choice. The site
contains detailed information on
a variety of roles, a tool to help
members of the public find a role that
suits their skills and experience, and
a range of videos featuring QFES
members. Explore the new site.
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Recruitment

RECRUITMENT FOR AUXILIARY FIREFIGHTERS
(Extract from www.qfes.qld.gov.au website – Please pass on to potential new members.)

Do you find yourself driven to lend a hand in
times of crisis?
Use that drive to make a difference, as an Auxiliary Firefighter with

Prerequisites
Before you apply to become a QFES Auxiliary Firefighter, you MUST
meet the following criteria

Queensland Fire and Emergency Services.
Auxiliary Firefighters are casual, station-based firefighters who
respond to emergency situations when the demand arises. As a
member of the QFES team, you will be an integral part of the frontline emergency and disaster response in Queensland.
Whether you're called to help handle a bushfire emergency, or to
pick up the pieces after a major flooding event – your role is crucial
to protecting Queensland's people, property and environment from
harm. You'll have the opportunity to give back to your community,
and earn a respected place amongst your peers.

• Manual C class driver licence held for at least 1 year OR manual
medium rigid driver licence
• Minimum of 18 years of age at the commencement of paid
employment
• Australian/New Zealand citizen or permanent residence status
• Employer's written consent to attend incidents and emergencies
(where applicable)
To be considered for a role, you must live and work within
a reasonable distance to an Auxiliary Fire Station to ensure
compliance with response time targets. Auxiliary stations are at
different locations to Urban Fire Stations, and Auxiliary positions are
limited.

The role is both physically and mentally challenging. You'll need
to be able to respond when required, up for dealing with intense
and sometimes confronting situations - as you negotiate a variety
of emergency and non-urgent situations, including: structural and
environmental fires, road accident rescue, swift water and technical
rescue and community education, just to name a few.

Go to the website and Click here to find you nearest Auxiliary
station.
Please contact your local QFES Auxiliary Station for information
about current vacancies, applications can be submitted online or
submitted directly to the station.

As an Auxiliary Firefighter, you will be required to commit to:

The selection process

• Attend 50% of emergency incidents

Please note that the Auxiliary Firefighter recruitment process is
currently under review. Please contact QFES Talent Acquisition for
more detailed information.

• Participate in ongoing skills acquisition and maintenance
programs 75% of the time, including first aid/emergency care,
requiring at least two hours per week

Have you got what it takes?
The role of Auxiliary Firefighter requires outstanding physical, mental
and emotional strength.
In responding to an emergency, your job may require:
• periods of intense and sustained physical activity
• work in confined spaces and with poor visibility
• hot and humid working environments
• wearing of breathing apparatus and protective clothing
• challenging situations, including dealing with casualties, both
injured and deceased.
To ensure successful performance within these conditions, QFES
requires that Auxiliary Firefighters possess good levels of physical
fitness, dexterity and mental strength, along with a powerful
commitment to their role and the community.
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1. Submit application form
2. Aptitude/general cognitive assessments
3. Physical assessments
4. Interview
5. Medical assessment
6. Referee reports
7. Criminal history check
8. Psychological assessment
9. Offer of employment

If you are successful
Auxiliary Rates of Pay – Auxiliary Firefighters' Award – State 2016
		New Base

New Total

Grade 1		

$19.26		

$23.70

Grade 2		

$20.36		

$25.04

Lieutenant

$21.94		

$26.99

Captain

$23.53		

$28.94

QFES Honours and Awards

QFES Honours and Awards
Queensland Fire and Emergency Services (QFES) values, supports

via email through your regional office. Please consider the great

and promotes the appropriate recognition of its workforce across

things you see happening around QFES when you see these

the department for their bravery, dedication and outstanding service

announcements and consider submitting a nomination – if we don’t

above and beyond what is expected in their roles.

know about it, we can’t recognise it!

Auxiliary Firefighters are eligible for recognition through an extensive
range of QFES, National and International Awards.
The QFES Honours and Awards booklet outlines everything you
need to know to recognise your colleagues for their diligence and
dedication in serving their local community, including eligibility
criteria, nomination process and protocols for when and where to
wear the award.
Nominations for some awards are open all year round and others
are released at particular times in accordance with annual events
such as Australia Day and Queen’s Birthday.

Awards that are

currently open for nomination are published on the Honours and

QFES Artefacts
The Honours and Awards team also have available certificates,
plaques and Challenge Coins that can be used as gifts for retiring
officers and supportive local businesses on behalf of QFES. Please
order these items through your Assistant Commissioner’s Office.

Queries
If you have any questions about Honours and Awards please email
QFES.HonoursandAwards@qfes.qld.gov.au

Awards page on the QFES Gateway and may be announced
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News from QAFA

Setting fire to
gender stereotypes

Imbil trio fires up a new generation
FIREFIGHTERS save lives every day, but a trio of Imbil women’s
success in a traditionally male job has made a huge impact in an
equally important way among the region’s young women and future
leaders.
“They’ll come up to us if they just see us walking on the street and
recognise us,” said Hayley Machen, who along with Eleanor Hall
and Mandy Price, has blazed her own trail in a male-dominated
industry.
And although progress is slow the spark has clearly been lit.
Data from Queensland Fire and Emergency Services shows the
percentage of female auxiliary firefighters in the service has risen
from 8.8 per cent in 2013, to 10.8 per cent in 2017.
There are now 218 female fireys around the state, and Ms Hall said
the trio was pleased to find such a welcoming home.
“We are very privileged in this station where all the guys have been
very accepting of having so many girls,” she said.
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“There’s not many stations that have this many women.
“I think attitudes are changing.”
But in the battle for equality some familiar opponents may never be
extinguished.
“For me, it was juggling home and family,” she said.

MOU

Memorandum of Understanding
Queensland Fire and Emergency Services
and Queensland Auxiliary Firefighters Association
1.

Purpose

2.

Background and Objectives

3.

Wage Increases

4.

All Other Employment Conditions

5.

Status of the Agreement

6.

Ongoing Negotiations

7.

Signatories to Agreement

All other Employment Conditions
Any amendments to existing conditions of employment contained
within Standing Order SO-Q-BM-3.7 which are agreed between
the parties as described in this memorandum of understanding,
shall be incorporated into formal amendments to the Standing
Order.

Status of the Agreement
Purpose

Both parties agree that this MOU is not a substitute for any

The purpose of this Memorandum Of Understanding (MOU)
is for Queensland Fire and Emergency Services (QFES) and
Queensland Auxiliary Firefighter Association Inc (QAFA) to develop
mutual understanding as described in the Auxiliary Charter
Document, and to reflect agreement between QFES and QAFA
on revised conditions of employment (Auxiliary Employment
Conditions – Standing Order S)-Q-BM-3.7).

over such instruments to the extent of any inconsistency.

legislative or industrial instrument and does not purport to prevail
This MOU is subject to the principles expressed within the
Auxiliary Charter.

Ongoing Negotiations
Any conditions being negotiated, but not yet finally agreed

Background and Objectives
Since 1990, QAFA has had a relationship with QFES (and
its predecessors) whereby QAFA has represented auxiliary
firefighters’ concerns in the workplace. QAFA was, in fact, formed
by QFS in recognition of the need for such representation.
In 2014, after long efforts to gain appropriate recognition, the
Queensland Government, through Hon Jack Dempsey, Minister
for Police and Emergency Services, and QFES Commissioner
Lee Johnson, signed a historic Auxiliary Charter Agreement with
QAFA.
QAFA’s objective is for a signed understanding with QFES to
result in improved working conditions for Auxiliary Firefighters
and to be able to continue to engage with QFES on matters
of importance to auxiliary firefighters within the scope of this
understanding.

between the parties at the time of signing, shall be the subject of
ongoing discussions at regular scheduled meetings.
Once approved by the QFES Commissioner, Standing Order
SO-Q-BM-3.7 will be amended to reflect the changes to any
conditions.
When changes and amendments to SO-Q-BM-3.7 are
proposed by QFES, QFES will consult with QAFA prior to the
implementation of any changes.
Auxiliary Employment Conditions contained within SO-Q-BM-3.7
shall be reviewed on a regular basis, with the ideal review period
not exceeding 3-year intervals.

Wage Increases
The parties agree that wage increases for Auxiliary Firefighters will
continue to be linked to headline percentage increases to base
wages, granted to full time staff for the life of QFES Standing
Order SO-Q-BM-3.7.
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Auxiliary Firefighter

Auxiliary Firefighter Charter
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Charter

2 May 2014
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From the Regions

OUT & ABOUT
WITH AUXILIARIES

From the regions
FAR NORTHERN

On 6 March, not 400m from the last crash, a semi-trailer carrying zinc ore crashed on the McHugh Bridge, closing the road for nine hours,
and destroying 65m of guard rail. The driver was able to get himself out, but was transported to hospital.

Far Northern has contracted out the
first aid refresher training, and they
have some amazing props to use.

27 January 2018. A semi-trailer accident blocked
the Palmerston Highway (Atherton-Innisfail) for
over eight hours. Auxiliary crews from Ravenshoe,
Millaa Millaa and Malanda attended the incident.
The main fuel tank ruptured after smashing against
the embankment, requiring the placement of
absorbent (thanks to Roadtek). A reciprocating
saw was used to cut away the safety barrier,
allowing the prime-mover to be towed. This was
not unlike cutting a tree under tension; safety and
anticipating explosive movements was critical.
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From the Regions

CENTRAL

50 Years as an Auxiliary Firefighter
in Thangool.
Thangool Auxiliary Captain Don Baldwin, who achieved 50 years of
service in April 2017.
Congratulations on an outstanding achievement!
The training room at Thangool Station has been named in his
honour with a plaque on the wall. The photos are of the presentation
of Don’s plaque in May 2017.
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From the RegionsThe Buderim Crew having a few laughs just before the Australia Day Parade held in the Buderim Main Street.

NORTH COAST
Buderim

The Buderim Crew having
a few laughs just before the
Australia Day Parade held in
the Buderim Main Street.

Buderim Firefighters
Cameron Douglas
and Lindsay Spee
performing kitchen fire
safety demonstrations
at the Caloundra
Chilli Festival held last
November.

Buderim Firefighters Cameron Douglas and Lindsay Spee performing kitchen fire safety demonstrations at the
Caloundra Chilli Festival held last November.
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From the Regions

Buderim Firefighters Don Kuss, Nigel Nicholson and Cameron Douglas performing casualty extrication exercise on
the training pad at the Caloundra. Their objectives are to test their training, skills, equipment and PPE.

Buderim Firefighters Don Kuss, Nigel Nicholson and Cameron Douglas performing casualty
extrication exercise on the training pad at the Caloundra. Their objectives are to test their
training, skills, equipment and PPE.
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From the Regions

SOUTH EAST

Esk Hospital Exercise
On Thursday 8/2/17 an exercise was held at Esk Hospital,
organised by Capt. Chris Mattock and Qld Health staff. The
exercise was attended by 679A (Esk), 680A (Toogoolawah),
674A (Lowood) as well as Command Office staff in EU77
and EA9. QPS also attended. Incident Controller was Esk A/
Lieutenant Kevin McGaw who managed the incident well in his
first experience at this level. Five ‘casualties’ were rescued by 4
BA Teams from the nurses’ quarters.

DISCOVER
NEW LANDS
DISCOVER
NEWLANDS
CARAVANS
discover newlands caravans at

newlandscaravans.com.au
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From the Regions

SOUTH WEST

Front of the new Roma Fire & Rescue Station

Opening of Roma Fire & Rescue Station
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From the Regions

New home for fire and rescue services
THE new Queensland Fire and Emergency Services Complex Roma officially opened on
Saturday. The facility will house all of the QFES crews together.

New $5.4m complex to house all services
ROMA’S new state-of-the-art Queensland Fire and Emergency
Services Complex was officially opened on Saturday.
The complex, situated at 41 McDowall St, will house all of
the services within QFES, including SES and rural fire service
volunteers.

when I was told how much money was going to be spent I said
‘god it better be good’,” she said. “Then I came out here and
was given a tour and wow, what an amazing facility.” A total of 80
percent local procurement was used in constructing the facility.
“One of the key things we wanted to do is get local people involved
in the building of the complex,” Ms Carroll said.

Assistant Minister for Transport and Infrastructure and Gladstone
MP Glenn Butcher attended the event to officially open the complex.

“It’s a great thing for the town and the district and all of our Roma
area emergency services.”

“The new fire station was built at an estimated cost of $5.42 million
and will prove 162 full time jobs,” he said.
“I believe this station is now one of the first in the state to have all of
the services together.
“There’s not too many fire stations built in areas like this any more
so it’s great that, although it did take awhile to come together, today
you see a wonderful $5.42 million infrastructure delivered to Roma
and surrounds.”
QFES Commissioner Katarina Carroll joined Mr Butcher in opening
the complex and said she was ipressed by what they had managed
to achieve. “I’ve been monitoring this for the last 12 months and

OFFICIAL OPENING: QFES Commissioner Katarina Carroll and Assistant Minister for Transport and
Infrastructure, Gladstone MP Glenn Butcher.		
PHOTO: SARAH DIONYSIUS
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Q A FA S h o p

www.qafa.asn.au

Order online or contact Secretary
Items and price list of products available online from the QAFA Shop at your website. All prices
include postage and handling. Simply go to www.qafa.asn.au and click on red ‘Online Shop’ tab
top of page and follow prompts. Any queries or problems, email to ‘admin@qafa.asn.au’

ON CALL 24/7
T-SHIRT

BAG

Cotton – Dark.

$30.00

S, M, L, XL, 2XL & 3XL

$12.50

KID’S T-SHIRT
100% Cotton – Young
Spirit – Logo – Blue.
Sizes 4 to 14

$12.50

JB’S POLO
T-SHIRT

JB’S POLO
T-SHIRT

Polyester Cotton
– Black with Red Stripe.

Polyester Cotton
– Black with Gold Stripe.

S, M, L, XL, 2XL & 3XL

S, M, L, XL, 2XL & 3XL

$35.00 Now $28

$35.00 Now $28

STUBBIE COOLER

CAP

Navy

Black with Red Peak.

$5.00

One Size Fits All.

$15.00

Sale

Polo T-Shirts from the QAFA online shop have been reduced to
$28 from $35 for direct purchases only. Simply send an email order
direct to admin@qafa.asn.au and state size and colour (as not all are
available), and direct deposit $35.50 (incl $7.50 postage)

QAFA Firefighter BEANIES available for
$17.50 (plus $7.50 postage)
DIRECT DEPOSIT ONLY. Qld Auxiliary Firefighters – Qld Police Credit Union
BSB 704052 Acct 431485.
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BEANIE
$17.50
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Membership Application
By completing this application, I agree to abide by the rules of the Queensland Auxiliary Firefi ghters
Association Inc., and remain a financial member of the Association by payment of the subscription as
set by the Management Committee of the Association from time to time unless my written resignation is
received by the Secretary of the said Association.

❑ Individual

Your details

❑ Station Group Membership

Name in Full:

Shirt Size:

Street Address:

Town:

Email:

Phone:

Station:

Post code:

Position:

Employee No:

Crew Number (for Station membership):
(For station group membership, a list of names, addresses, emails and payroll numbers of all crew are required)

Date:

/

/

Membership Fees: Direct Bank Deposit - $120 for 12 months membership.
Bank: QBank (formerly Qld Police Credit Union): Qld Auxiliary Firefighters Association
BSB: 704052

Account Name: 431485

By completing this application, I agree to abide by the rules of the Queensland Auxiliary Firefighters Association Inc., and remain a
financial member of the Association by payment of the subscription as set by the Management Committee of the Association from
time to time unless my written resignation is received by the Secretary of the said Association.
QAFA MEMBERSHIP – Membership of Queensland Auxiliary Firefighter Association Inc is available to Auxiliary Firefighters across
Queensland. Sole method of payment is by Direct Deposit to QBank (formerly Qld Police Credit Union): Qld Auxiliary Firefighters
Association. BSB: 704052 Account No.: 431485
Payment by credit card is being discontinued because of high costs of processing.
Station Group Membership:
Now available: a reduced rate for Station Group Membership. This is based on the premise that, if just over half the station crew
(50% +1) agree and wish to become QAFA members, then Station Group Membership for that group is available at $60 per year per
relevant crew member (50%+1) and the rest of the station crew are deemed to be members also. Each and every member at the
station will be supported. Send a list of names, address email & payroll no.
Here is a calculation guide.
Total Number at Station
8 or 9 crew

Station Membership
$300 (50% + 1 = 5 crew ….x ½ rate $60 = $300)

10 or 11

$360

12 or 13

$420

14 or 15

$480

15+

Ask us

You can still make automatic monthly deductions for individual membership via the website www.qafa.asn.au, using direct Debit or
Credit Card. (Don’t forget to complete the Direct Debit form if relevant).
Social Club
Does your Station have a Social Club? You can arrange to have deductions from Payroll paid to your social club and pay your QAFA
Station Group Membership from there. QFES Form is included with latest Newsletter.
As an alternative, please complete the form, scan & email or mail to Secretary. After making payment, please email reference details
to QAFA.

www.qafa.asn.au
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The McGrath Foundation makes life that little
bit easier for families experiencing breast cancer,
by placing specialist McGrath Breast Care Nurses
wherever they’re needed in Australia.

Donate today at www.mcgrathfoundation.com.au
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DVO FURNITURE DESIGN ARE INNOVATORS IN STEEL FURNITURE AND FURNITURE DESIGN

We love creating, designing and building steel
furniture and stainless steel furniture, and combining
other elements like glass, recycled timber and tiles to
create something special.
We’re sought after by architects and interior
designers, as well as home owners and renovators.
No job is too big or too small. If you’ve got a dream design
in mind, we can bring it to life!

Ph: 07 3807 4368
www.dvo.com.au

